STRUCTURES MEETING NOTES
August 3, 2010
1. APA Codes VS. USGS/HSIP HAZUS classification system. We need to give a recommendation on
how that system relates (if at all) to the ISDES.
a. COMMENTS:
i. Lookup table (crosswalk) – handles any scenario
1. Rules: Source Steward depict preferred system in metadata
2. Table will likely be dynamic, and require continual maintenance
ii. NSD table more tuned to our needs
b. RECOMMENDATION: As NSD is used at a national level for a number of public safety
related functions, it will play an important part in Idaho state efforts. We propose
creating a crosswalk or lookup table, and allowing source stewards to select the
system(s) that best meet their needs, and that the aggregated statewide dataset
produces both APA and NSD values, thus meeting local, state, and national needs.
2. Address vs Structure
a. COMMENTS:
i. Why not both?
ii. Need clearly defined expectation. Apple, oranges, mix? Change Element name?
(Places, Points of interest, Notable points, Response points?)
iii. Need to meet as many business cases as possible
iv. Structure is driver – Address may be an attribute
v. Define Structure. How will you write metadata? “Points of interest from a public
safety point of view”
vi. Limit to Structures (some addresses will not be included)
b. RECOMMENDATION:
i. We want anything that could be useful to emergency response ‐OR
ii. LESS THAN BASIC: SPD (at very minimum)
iii. BASIC: All structures with an address (Preferred)
iv. OPTIONAL: Landmarks, Trailhead, Christmas trees, cross on hill, etc (Acceptable)
3. Structures with multiple classifications/one address. 2‐3 APA code fields?
a. COMMENTS:
i. Not multiple fields.
ii. Not a big fan of multipoint on one structure
iii. Set of mixed use codes?
b. RECOMMENDATION:
i. Create new APA code for “Multi‐structures” from a small APA code review
committee
4. Bowing out as Structures Chair. If anyone is interested in being involved, send me an email after
this meeting, and I’ll let Gail know of your interest.
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